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Spelling variation in historical corpora
๏
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Seen as a problem for corpus-building
Can be very widespread:
‘year’ 2265 tokens 855 texts in the Linguistic Atlas of Older Scots
109 forms: e.g. ʒere, ʒer(e), ʒhere, ʒeyr(e), ʒher, ʒerr, ʒer”, ʒeere, ʒeir,
iere, yeer, yer, yhe, yhere, yheere, yheir, yheir(e), yhere, þhere,
yheir(is), yhere(is), ʒer(is), ʒer(is), yheirly, ʒeir(e)le, ʒerly, ʒer ly etc.
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Represents some sound-based (phonological/phonetic) substance
Represents regional and temporal differences, as well as synchronic
alternation
How can we exploit its full potential?
๏ Historical sound has long been investigated through spelling variation
๏ More can be done to quantify spelling variation: custom corpora

Today’s talk
Objective 1:
๏ Describe grapho-phonological parsing as a tool for historical
corpora exploration
Objective 2:
๏ Exemplify the capabilities of the grapho-phonologically parsed
FITS database by exploring the sound-to-spelling mappings in
15th-century Scots

How can we investigate historical sound-systems?
Triangulate on:
Scholarly
literature

Data from
earlier and
later stages

Spelling
Evidence

[?]

Phonological
theory

Typology of
sound
change

The FITS project (From Inglis To Scots)
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4-year project at the Angus McIntosh Centre for Historical Linguistics
Focus on the early sound/spelling history of Scots
Source Data: A Linguistic Atlas of Older Scots (LAOS, Williamson, 2008)
๏ c.1250 Scots ‘local documents’ (c. 400k wds) dated 1380-1500
Restricted to Germanic root morphemes
Main RQ: What phonological facts underly the diversity of spelling in
Scots (1380-1500) and how did the system develop?
Output: A freely-available, fully-searchable, online database to answer
user-defined Qs
The team: Rhona Alcorn, Vasilis Karaiskos, Joanna Kopaczyk,
Bettelou Los, Warren Maguire, Daisy Smith (and me!)

The language: Early Scots
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The traditional Germanic language-variety of the Scottish Lowlands
Derives, mostly, from northern dialects of Old English
First attested as a late 14th century lingua franca of the Scottish burghs
Flourished in the 15-17th centuries
In its earliest stages it was referred to as ‘Inglis’
Eventually contrasted with ‘Suthron’ and referred to as ‘Scots’
Became anglicised beginning in the 17th c.

Building the corpus: from Ms to sound values
๏ Based on morphologically parsed transcriptions (LAOS)
๏ Record tokens of unique spellings forms, retaining:
๏Source-text
location

๏Source-text
date

๏Source-text
type

๏ Break up root morphemes into graphemes
๏ Match each grapheme to a potential sound value
๏ Match sound values to potential etymological sources
๏ Examine phonological, lexical, spatial and temporal
distributions of sound-spelling mappings
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Building the corpus: from Ms to unique spellings
Year: 1459

LAOS text #341, NLS Ms 34.4.3

Location: Arbroath Abbey

Grapho-phonological parsing
๏ Breaking up root morphemes into individual graphemes
leader

trailer

๏ Preserving morphological/graphological context
๏ Matching each grapheme to a “first-pass” sound value

Tools developed by Vasilis Karaiskos & the FITS Team

The diachronic dimension
๏ Match sound values to potential etymological sources
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How do we know
<f> represents [f]?
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